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IEEE P802.3cr Maintenance #14: Isolation
Project information

Task Force Organization
Jon Lewis, IEEE P802.3cr Task Force Acting Chair

Task force web and reflector information
Reflector information: http://www.ieee802.org/3/cr/reflector.html
PAR: http://www.ieee802.org/3/cr/P802.3cr_PAR.pdf
PAR Scope

“Replace references to the IEC 60950 series of standards (including IEC 60950-1 “Information technology equipment - Safety - Part 1: General requirements”) with appropriate references to the IEC 62368 “Audio/video, information and communication technology equipment” series and make appropriate changes to the standard corresponding to the new references”
IEEE P802.3cr Maintenance #14: Isolation
Meeting week plan

Meet Thursday Morning 15 November, 8:00 AM start time

Goals for the meeting

Confirm Task Force Chair
Review Ad Hoc recommendations
Draft Schedule

PAR Scope: Replace references to the IEC 60950 series of standards (including IEC 60950-1 “Information technology equipment - Safety - Part 1: General requirements”) with appropriate references to the IEC 62368 “Audio/video, information and communication technology equipment” series and make appropriate changes to the standard corresponding to the new references
Questions?

Thank you!